


It’s more than just a name. It’s our Passion.

The 29” wheeled bike isn’t just a token in our line-up. 

It is our one and only love, our heart and soul out there on the trail. 

It’s 100% commitment to a wheel size we believe in, 

to impeccable designs and exquisite ride quality.

It’s a dedication we want to share with you on every ride.



At Niner we are excited about the buzz - The good feelings we get when we sell products 
that we love to people that love our products. Being a part of the Niner community doesn’t 

start at the cash register and doesn’t end when you walk out the bike shop door. 

Community is one of the reasons we hire people passionate about riding. A passion 
to create awesome bikes has to come from within. Weight Weenies, XC Racers, Trail 

Advocates, Freeriders, Park Rats – you will find our staff is often online and always 
engaged because we strongly believe that the way to improve our bikes is through 

interacting with the group that knows us best - the global network of Ninerds.

On the trail, the Niner family is diverse and friendly. Whether you are on your local 
singletrack or in the middle of an epic journey, don’t be surprised to receive a ton of 

comments, questions and smiles – Niner bikes tend to generate conversations. Off the 
trail, you can count on Niner for great customer service. Once you’ve found the bike of 

your dreams, we back it with a solid warranty and a wealth of information to improve your 
experience and make you feel at home.

NINERDS



Our four intrepid demo drivers are 
setting up regularly in all parts of 
the country. An event schedule 
is available at facebook.com/
ninerbikes.

A comprehensive database of  
Niner Dealers can be found at  
ninerbikes.com.

RIDING  
IS BELIEVING
Want to try your first Niner? Or your next Niner? Our demo program is a great way to meet the staff and ride our bikes on your 
home trails. See facebook.com/ninerbikes for a demo schedule or find a Niner Demo Dealer at ninerbikes.com/dealers.  
Don’t be shy if you see Niner at races or festivals because we enjoy talking about bike stuff as much as you do. 

For even more information, make sure you join our monthly newsletter or Facebook page - take advantage of event info,  
swag giveaways and the collective knowledge of our staff and Niner riders everywhere. 



RIDDEN
REVIEWED
REVERED

We have always preached the 29er doctrine, extolling the virtues of our geometry and the big wheels upon which it is based.  
While we would like for our word to be enough, we know that some of you require a bit more convincing. To that end, we offer dozens 

of reviews and test results for your perusal, all available for download at ninerbikes.com.

“The prowess of the big wheels in my measured testing and racing leads me to continue to pronounce the death of the 26-inch-
wheeled hardtail. At this point, if you’re racing one, I truly believe that you’re at a disadvantage.”

SIngleTrAck.com

“This is the first bike we’ve ridden that comes anywhere close to truly being an all in one bike...We have yet to ride a 26” bike that can 
match the level of uphill and downhill performance ...”

moUnTAIn BIkIng mAgAZIne

“niner’s latest dual suspension bike showcases the best that 29” wheels have to offer and erases all the drawbacks.”
moUnTAIn BIke AcTIon



This drawing shows the relationship between bottom bracket height and wheel axle height for 29 and 26. The red line represents an equal 13.2” 
bottom bracket height on both MTBs. The dotted line represents the centerline of the axles on each bike. Before CVA, suspension designs were 
optimized for the geometry relationships of a typical 26” bike. CVA takes advantage of the greater bottom bracket drop inherent to 29” bike 
geometry to deliver one of the most well-rounded suspension designs available.

on A 29” Bike wiTh A BB heighT of 335MM, The BoTToM 
BrACkeT will Be 33MM lower ThAn The Axle CenTer line.

on A 26” Bike wiTh A BB heighT of 335MM, The BoTToM 
BrACkeT will Be 5MM higher ThAn The Axle CenTer line.

29
26

335MM

 Although 
CVA resembles 

some of the other 
parallel link designs, CVA 

works very differently to isolate 
pedaling forces and remain fully active 

under all conditions. Many current suspension 
designs, especially some parallel link suspension 
designs, maximize efficiency by concentrating 
their ‘instant center’ pivot location at or around 
the middle chainring. These designs assume that 
most of your pedaling will be done in the middle 
chainring and so are designed around this effective 
pivot location. This also means that there is some 
compromise to the suspension’s pedalability when 
noT in the middle chainring (or when using a 2x10 
set up). The better the design, the less noticeable 
these compromises are. 

in order to isolate pedaling forces in a broader range 
of gearing choices, the CVA’s ‘instant center’ location 
is in front of the drivetrain. with the lower pivot 
under the bottom bracket, the force at the rear axle 
resulting from chain tension pulls the two linkages 
in opposite directions in all gear choices, effectively 
isolating the drivetrain from the rear triangle. in 
other words, when a rider cranks on the pedals, the 
chain is trying to pull the lower link down and away 
from the bottom bracket, and the upper link in its 
regular rotational path. Since the rear triangle is one 
piece, these opposing forces cancel each other out, 
leaving the only outlet for chain-induced torque being 
rotation of the rear wheel, where it’s most wanted. 

Past the rearward-most position at sag, the axle path 
moves in towards the bike at a gradual, constantly 
varying arc, which insures that there is minimal chain 
growth throughout the length of travel. This also 
means minimal pedal feed back in the drivetrain 
while cycling the suspension, essentially isolating it 
from the fully active movement of the suspension 
design. 

Ultimately, there are many variables in suspension 
– we believe that we have created a strong, 29er 
specific system, and that the best way to test it is to 
go out and ride a niner full suspension bike.

www.ninerbikes.com/demo

CVA 
SUSPENSION

CONSTANTLY VARYING ARC



please visit ninerbikes.com for the latest spec and info updates 

Mark - Customer Service, Ale Minister

Bikes are beautiful in their simplicity - pushing the pedals takes you anywhere you want to go. But beneath the el-
egant concept is a complex piece of machinery. As bike geeks, we love outfitting our Niners and maintaining them. 
We appreciate being able to find the answers to all our technical questions. At Niner we understand your desire to 
know every detail about your bike because we feel the same way. Peruse the Niner Tech Encyclopedia available at 
ninerbikes.com or check out our YouTube how-to videos. If the answers to your questions aren’t there, call us! 

THE NINER ENCYCLOPEDIA 
What fork length can I run with my Niner? What size seatpost should I use in my frame? What is the shock length 
on the W.F.O. 9? How do I install a CYA adapter? These questions and many like them are answered  in the Niner 
Encyclopedia - a complete collection of information on all of our frames and service procedures. 

NINER’S FRIENDLY CUSTOMER SERVICE STAFF 
For those really tough questions, we have a great crew of folks to help you. When you need help, our staff is there 
for you - service@ninerbikes.com or 1-877-NINERXC. You will reach a real live person either way and we will work to 
help you in a friendly and efficient manner.   

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

Ralph - Customer Service, Social Chairman



SINGLESPEED CROSS COUNTRY PERFORMANCE XC FULL SUSPENSION XC TRAIL ALL MOUNTAIN
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have fun storming
the castle!

The bike that 
does it all. 

All the fast – all the fun.Tuned for speed and efficiency.Your first niner or your third. 
one gear is all 

you need!

WHICH NINER IS FOR ME?
THREE MATERIALS, ELEVEN MODELS, UNLIMITED RIDING STYLES. WE MAKE A NINER THAT’S PERFECT FOR YOU.
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RDO FULL SUSPENSION - TOP LEVEL PERFORMANCE WITH NO COMPROMISES

100MM OF PATENTED CVA SUSPENSION IS EFFICIENT IN EVERY CHAINRINg

COMPATIBLE WITH 100–120MM FORkS

TUNED FOR CVA FOX FLOAT CTD SHOCk WITH kASHIMA COATINg

CARBON SUSPENSION LINkAgE AND UNIqUE NINER HARDWARE

PRESS FIT 30 BB AND 142MM X 12MM MAXLE REAR SPACINg

AVAILABLE IN XS SIzE 

JET 9 RDO

Details matter. When we create a bike like the 
Jet 9 RDO we focus on performance and beauty 
with everything in perfect balance. Expertise 
radiates from the carbon forms and flowing 
lines that have to be “just so” rather than “just 
another.” Any bike can take you from here to 
there, only the Jet 9 RDO can do it with the 
panache you expect from Niner.

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

The RDO stem is pared down to 
race-ready essentials. Light and 
stiff with a tested and true 4-Bolt 
faceplate and stainless black 
hardware, the RDO stem is exactly 
what the modern race bike needs 
and nothing more. Available in a 
glossy black finish.
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JET 9 CARBON

CARBON FULL SUSPENSION FROM THE 29ER-ONLY MOUNTAIN BIkE COMPANY

100MM OF PATENTED CVA SUSPENSION IS EFFICIENT IN EVERY CHAINRINg

COMPATIBLE WITH 100–120MM FORkS

TUNED FOR CVA FOX FLOAT CTD EVOLUTION SHOCk

CUSTOM FORgED SUSPENSION LINkAgE AND UNIqUE NINER HARDWARE

PRESS FIT 30 BB

AVAILABLE IN XS SIzE

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

The distinct feel of “awesome” will make this 
your favorite Niner. Pin on a number and race 
XC tracks at full speed or pick the Jet 9 Carbon 
when you don’t know the ultimate destination 
or what kind of terrain lies between you and 
your post-ride beer. There’s no better feeling 
than knowing without a doubt you’re using the 
perfect tool for the job.
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RACE-READY ALLOY 29ER FULL SUSPENSION

80MM OF PATENTED CVA SUSPENSION IS EFFICIENT IN EVERY CHAINRINg

TUNED FOR CVA FOX FLOAT RP23 SHOCk

COMPATIBLE WITH 80-100MM FORkS

TAPERED HEADTUBE TECHNOLOgY

HYDROFORMED TUBE CONSTRUCTION

CUSTOM FORgINg THROUgHOUT

The Jet 9 is the fast, race-ready alloy sibling 
in our suspension family. Short travel combined 
with a 29” wheel creates an amazingly smooth 
and efficient ride, making the Jet 9 the perfect 
weapon for your local race scene or all day 
epics. If it’s speed you are looking for, the Jet 
9 will get you from zero to hero in the skip of a 
heartbeat.

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

JET 9

In the early years of 29ers, people 
indiscriminately used the same riser 
bars on 26” and 29” bikes. We 
introduced the Flat Top 9 - a wide, 
flat bar that enables a better fit for 
29er riders and offers more leverage 
over the larger wheel. The Flat Top 
has been so successful it is now 
available in several varieties.
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THE NINER FOR EVERYTHINg, FROM FAST ALPINE XC TO BURLY DESERT TRAILS

POSITIVELY REVIEWED BY DOzENS OF MAgAzINES

117MM OF PATENTED CVA SUSPENSION IS EFFICIENT IN EVERY CHAINRINg

COMPATIBLE WITH 120–140MM FORkS

TUNED FOR CVA FOX FLOAT RP23 SHOCk

TAPERED HEADTUBE TECHNOLOgY

HYDROFORMED TUBE CONSTRUCTION

How many bikes have over 30 glowing media 
reviews from around the world including 5 of the 
major US mountain bike magazines, including 
Best 29er and Consumer Choice Awards? The 
R.I.P. 9 lays claim to all of this as well as the 
positive feedback from thousands of stoked 
riders in over 34 countries. 

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

R.I.P. 9
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THE BIkE FOR THOSE WHO DON’T BACk DOWN WHEN THE TRAIL TURNS ROUgH

140MM OF PATENTED CVA SUSPENSION IS EFFICIENT IN EVERY CHAINRINg

COMPATIBLE WITH 140–160MM FORkS

TUNED FOR CVA ROCkSHOX MONARCH PLUS RC3

COIL OR PIggYBACk SHOCk COMPATIBLE

ISCg 03 MOUNT - HAMMERSCHMIDT COMPATIBLE

142MM X 12MM MAXLE REAR SPACINg

Wide, Full Open. That’s what the name means. 
Let ‘er go, full throttle, don’t slow down for 
anything, that’s what the name implies. With 5.5” 
of plush CVA suspension technology underfoot, 
there’s nothing stopping your 29” wheels except 
the human instinct to live another day.

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

Tuned for CVA –  A great suspension 
design goes hand-in-hand with a 
shock that is specifically tuned to 
bring the design to life. We work with 
our suspension partners to develop 
the best possible feel for each of 
our CVA bikes so you experience a 
ride that is supple and controlled.

W.F.O. 9
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The Air 9 RDO is a real thoroughbred – a no-
nonsense instrument built for speed and 
performance. An extension of our form-follows-
function philosophy, no curve is out of place on 
the newest Niner. And while looks are important, 
true attraction begins as soon as you push on 
the pedals and the Air 9 RDO goes flat out.

A NO-NONSENSE INSTRUMENT BUILT FOR SPEED AND PERFORMANCE

NINER’S PROVEN 29ER HARDTAIL gEOMETRY

COMPATIBLE WITH 80–100MM TAPERED FORkS

PRESS FIT 30 BB

LOW PROFILE DISC BRAkE POST MOUNT

EXCEPTIONAL HEEL AND TIRE CLEARANCE

BACkED BY NINER’S 5 YEAR C5 CARBON WARRANTY

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

AIR 9 RDO
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THE CARBON jACk OF ALL TRADES RUNS gEARS OR SINgLESPEED

NINER’S PROVEN 29ER HARDTAIL gEOMETRY

COMPATIBLE WITH 80–100MM FORkS

CYA BOTTOM BRACkET IS COMPATIBLE WITH NINER BIOCENTRIC EBB AND CYA INSERTS TO FIT CURRENT BB SYSTEMS

POST MOUNT REAR BRAkE INTERFACE

NEXT gENERATION INTERNAL CABLE ROUTINg

BACkED BY NINER’S 5 YEAR C5 CARBON WARRANTY

The Air 9 Carbon is fast, light and tough enough 
to withstand the torque of the strongest 
singlespeed riders on the burliest gearing, all 
while maintaining the razor sharp handling and 
forgiving ride you’ve come to expect from the 
Air 9 family. Whether this bike is built with a 
single gear or a complete drivetrain you will see 
it was specificially designed for how YOU ride. 

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

We can’t predict how you might 
want to use your Air 9 Carbon so 
we developed the CYA system. 
These bottom bracket adapters 
offer compatibility with all current 
crankset standards so you can run a 
geared bike with no worries.

AIR 9 CARBON
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SLEEk, SEXY ALLOY RACE FRAME FOR HARDTAIL PURISTS

NINER’S PROVEN 29ER HARDTAIL gEOMETRY

COMPATIBLE WITH 80–100MM FORkS

PRESS FIT 30 BB

TAPERED HEADTUBE

ELEgANTLY SHAPED AND HYDROFORMED STAYS

HYDROFORMED TUBINg

The Air 9 is our fast, light, geared-only alloy 
racing hardtail. Featuring the same award 
winning hard-tail geometry as the rest of the 
Air 9 family – the Air 9 is a showcase for subtle 
curves and bold shapes that strenghten and 
lighten aluminum tubing in a way never before 
thought possible.

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

AIR 9
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The E.M.D. 9 may be the least expensive frame 
in the Niner lineup but it benefits from the same 
design process and expectations that we apply 
to every Niner frame. Newly redesigned to 
integrate hydroformed tubing and a tapered 
headtube, the E.M.D. 9 is a worthy little brother 
to the Air 9. We’ve poured our heart and soul 
into this frame as much as any other, and we’ve 
created a fun, fast, comfortable ride that 
embodies what it means to be a Niner.

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

NEWLY REDESIgNED TO INCLUDE THE PERFORMANCE FEATURES OF OUR HIgHEST END MODELS

NINER’S PROVEN 29ER HARDTAIL gEOMETRY

COMPATIBLE WITH 80–100MM FORkS

AVAILABLE IN XS SIzE

TAPERED HEADTUBE

SHAPED CHAINSTAYS AND SEATSTAYS

HYDROFORMED TUBINg

E.M.D. 9
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The Niner One 9 is one of our first and best-loved 
models - a sexy, feather light singlespeed for 
racing and hurts-so-good XC rides. Featuring 
the same award winning hard-tail geometry as 
the Air 9 family – the One 9 is the right choice 
for anyone looking for ultimate performance in 
an aluminum singlespeed mountain bike.

TAkE NO PRISONERS RIDINg NINER’S ICONIC SINgLESPEED

NINER’S PROVEN 29ER HARDTAIL gEOMETRY

COMPATIBLE WITH 80–100MM FORkS

NINER BIOCENTRIC FOR CLEAN AND EASY SINgLESPEED SETUP

TAPERED HEADTUBE

ELEgANTLY SHAPED AND HYDROFORMED STAYS

HYDROFORMED TUBINg

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

ONE 9

The Niner BioCentric II makes 
adjustments easy across a wider 
range of gears and eliminates the 
need for adjustable dropouts, giving 
the cleanest solution for singlespeed 
use. No bolt-on hubs, no chain 
tensioners cluttering your ride, no 
brake adjustments with gear changes.
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ALL THE FUN, ALL THE ADVANTAgES, ALL THE STEEL

NINER’S PROVEN 29ER HARDTAIL gEOMETRY

COMPATIBLE WITH 80–100MM FORkS

NINER BIOCENTRIC II FOR CLEAN AND EASY SINgLESPEED SETUP

OVERSIzED HEADTUBE IS COMPATIBLE WITH TAPERED FORkS

REYNOLDS MAIN TRIANgLE WITH 853 DzB DOWNTUBE 

3D SHAPED STAYS AND 142MM X 12MM MAXLE REAR SPACINg

There is simply no reason frames built with one 
of the best metals on the planet shouldn’t benefit 
from and take full advantage of cool technologies 
like updated headsets standards, tapered forks 
and through axles. Introducing the new S.I.R. 
9 – all the fun, all the advantages, all the steel.

Complete your Niner bike any way you choose with our multiple build kit options. 
Geometry, tech info, photos and complete reviews at www.ninerbikes.com

The downtube of the S.I.R. 9 is the 
first Reynolds 853 DZB tube ever 
drawn into a bend. This technology 
makes the S.I.R. 9 stronger without a 
weight penalty. How strong? The S.I.R. 
9 passes European EN testing – an 
extremely unusual accomplishment 
for a lightweight steel frame.  

S.I.R. 9
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RDO FORK

CARBON FORK

REYNOLDS STEEL FORK

The rDo Fork starts with our awesome niner carbon Fork and adds the increased steering precision of a rock Shox maxle through axle.  
The no-compromises 15mm interface makes this our go-to race weapon for riders seeking every advantage.

Purpose-built from the ground up, we utilize carbon in ways no other mTB fork manufacturer has done before. From the tip of the dropout to the 
top of the steerer tube and everywhere in between, the niner carbon Fork takes full advantage of the damping characteristics of carbon.

*Arctic White & nude also available with tapered steerer

Perfect with niner’s geometry and the finishing touch to any classic hardtail.  A precise and compliant ride that is impossible to replicate in lesser 
materials. custom drawn reynolds fork legs are proprietary to niner and forward facing dropouts ease insertion of the front wheel into the drops.

TAPERED CARBON STEERER

NO RIDER WEIgHT LIMIT

FITS ROTORS UP TO 185MM

470MM AXLE TO CROWN 

45MM OFFSET

570g, 630g WITH 15MM MAXLE

EUROBIkE AWARD-WINNINg DESIgN

1–1/8” CARBON STEERER*

NO RIDER WEIgHT LIMIT

FITS ROTORS UP TO 185MM

470MM AXLE TO CROWN 

45MM OFFSET

565g

EUROBIkE AWARD-WINNINg DESIgN

1–1/8” STEEL STEERER

NO RIDER WEIgHT LIMIT

FITS ROTORS UP TO 185MM

470MM AXLE TO CROWN 

45MM OFFSET

1100g

REYNOLDS STEEL FORk LEgS

NINER
RIGID FORKS
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FLAT TOP RDO

RDO STEM

RDO SEATPOST

We’ve added to the rDo family and saved 20 grams over the original niner Flat Top carbon Handlebar. The Flat Top rDo Handlebar features the 
same shape and carbon tuning for ride quality and comfort as our other carbon components - all backed up with our c5 carbon Warranty  
- a 5 year guarantee.

The rDo stem is pared down to race-ready essentials. light and stiff with a tested and true 4-Bolt faceplate and stainless black hardware, 
the rDo stem is exactly what the modern race bike needs and nothing more. Available in all four rDo colors and a glossy black finish to match 
our complete rDo component lineup.

niner’s rDo seatpost is designed to deflect more than other carbon posts, offering a small degree of suspension that makes a big difference by the 
end of your ride. The monocoque rDo Seatpost is made lighter by eliminating bonded sections altogether. In addition to the full carbon complement, 
the internal structure of the post is designed to disperse impact energy throughout the entire structure, damping trail vibrations and increasing fore-
aft flexibility to absorb shock before it reaches your body without compromising energy transfer. 

710MM WITH CUT MARkS TO 650MM

BAR-END COMPATIBLE

+/- 5MM RISE VIA FLAT TOP DESIgN, 9º SWEEP

156g (710MM)

ULTRALIgHT ALLOY BODY AND FACEPLATE

BLACk STAINLESS M5 HARDWARE

HIgH gLOSS BLACk FINISH IN RDO COLORS

80, 90, 100, 110MM X +/- 6º RISE

38MM STACk HEIgHT

115g (110MM)

UNSTIFF LAYUP DEFLECTS UP TO TWICE AS MUCH AS TRADITIONAL POST DESIgNS

2-BOLT CLAMP, zERO SETBACk DESIgN

27.2 X 400MM, 30.9 X 370MM, 31.6 X 400MM

210-220g

RDO
COMPONENTS
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From spare parts to spare socks niner offers a full range of service parts, adapters, widgets and swag. Check 
out our industry-leading components in custom colors and options to fit every rider for a “finished” Niner. 

Since some of our time must inevitably be spent off the bike, we have created a collection of useful clothing 
and gear that goes beyond the basic logo T (although we have those too) and offers functional, stylish goods 
that we think you and your dog will be proud to own.

just a few Niner goodies are shown at right, visit ninerbikes.com for the complete range.

Y.A.W.Y.D. TOP CAP

RACE STRIPE SOCk

COgALICIOUS

TRUCkER CAP

SINgLE SPEEDRINg

HUCkIN kITTY T

NINERD T

PLANETARY DESIgNS COFFEE PRESS

TRAIL DOg T

PEDAL DAMN IT PATCH

ALCHEMY MESSENgER BAg

SCRIBBLE T

DROPOUT kIT

PEDAL DAMN IT T

N*I*N*E*R T

LOgO SEAT COLLAR

CYCLEDOg COLLAR

SIgg BOTTLE

NINER
COMPONENTS
& GEAR
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There would be no big revolution without trails. 

IMBA’s mission has always been to protect, create and enhance great riding experiences for mountain bikers 
worldwide. In addition, IMBA actively promotes responsible mountain biking, supports volunteer trailwork, assists 

land managers with trail management issues and improves relations among trail user groups.

We believe that a part of being passionate about bikes is supporting the people that make our passion possible. 

Visit imba.com to join.
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Air 9 - The Air 9 is our geared-only alloy racing hardtail. Featuring 
the same award winning hard-tail geometry as the rest of the Air 9 
family – the Air 9 is the right choice for anyone looking for a perfor-
mance alloy frame.

Air 9 Carbon - A jack-of-all-trades carbon wonderbike. The Air 9 
Carbon is fast, light and tough enough to withstand the torque of 
the strongest singlespeed riders on the burliest gearing, all while 
maintaining the razor sharp handling and forgiving ride you’ve come 
to expect from the Air 9 family. Whether this bike is built with a 
single gear or a complete drivetrain you will see it was specifically 
designed for how YOU ride.

Air 9 RDO - Our top-shelf carbon hardtail. The Air 9 RDO is a real 
thoroughbred – a no-nonsense instrument built for speed and 
performance. An extension of our form-follows-function philosophy, 
no curve is out of place on the newest Niner. And while looks are 
important, true attraction begins as soon as you push on the pedals 
and the Air 9 RDO goes flat out.

BioCentric - Niner's own eccentric bottom bracket system that 
allows for a wide range of adjustment and eliminates the need for 
sliding dropouts or chain tensioners. 

California Colorado Design - Niner was founded in the hills of Los 
Angeles and has offices in Torrance, California and in Fort Collins, 
Colorado. This connection of diverse terrain and riding styles makes 
for bike designs that excel in a variety of conditions under all types 
of riders. 

CEN - European Committee for Standardization establishes rigorous 
testing standards for bicycle frames sold in the EU. Niner frames 
pass these tests and many others created to make sure you are rid-
ing the highest quality goods.

Cogalicious - Niner's singlespeed cogs have wide bases for gentle 
engagement on alloy freehub bodies. Tall, blocky teeth fully engage 
the chain and an offset design can be flipped to finely-tune chain-
line. Seven sizes (17T -22T) ensure there is a Cogalicious cog for 
your terrain.

Commitment - We believe in what we do, and work hard to make 
the best bikes we can. We are committed to big wheels, to Ninerds 
everywhere, to impeccable designs and exquisite ride quality

CVA - Constantly Varying Arc. Our patented, efficient suspension that 
is designed specifically for 29" wheels. CVA can only be found on 
Niners.

CYA - Cover Your Ass. The CYA bottom bracket (BB) system enables 
the use of Niner's BioCentric or specific CYA cups to adapt any mod-
ern BB standard for geared setup. 

C5 Warranty - Our five year carbon warranty will give you peace of 
mind and you're covered even if you're racing your Niner.

Direct Mount Derailleur - Traditional front derailleurs can be 
clamped only on round tubes. Direct mount derailleurs bolt to the 
frame and free our engineers to shape the seat tube for optimal 
performance.

Dropout - The fork or frame ends that accept the hub axle. See 
Spacing and Hanger.

Jet 9 RDO - Details matter. When we create a bike like the jet 9 
RDO we focus on performance and beauty with everything in perfect 
balance. Expertise radiates from the carbon forms and flowing lines 
that have to be “just so” rather than “just another.”  Any bike can 
take you from here to there, only the jet 9 RDO can do it with the 
panache you expect from Niner.

Leverage Ratio - The amount of rear suspension travel compared 
to the stroke of the rear shock. As an example, the R.I.P. 9 produces 
4.5" of travel from a 2" stroke shock for a 2.3:1 ratio. The rear axle 
travels 2.3 inches for every inch that the rear shock compresses. 
Lower leverage ratios (under 2.5:1) are generally preferred as they 
reduce the damping and friction stresses placed on the shock.

Maxle - A 12mm (rear) or 15mm (front) quick-release through axle 
developed by RockShox. Maxles can be found on RockShox forks, 
our Niner RDO forks and several Niner frames.

Ninerd - If you're reading this glossary, you MAY be a Ninerd - part of 
our growing family of riders that have noticed that we're having a lot 
of fun over here on our big wheel bikes.

One 9 - One gear is all you need. The Niner One 9 is one of our first 
and best-loved models - the only choice for anyone looking for a 
performance alloy singlespeed mountain bike.
 
Pedal Damn It - It’s on the top tube of every frame we make - a bit 
of encouragement or maybe a taunt depending on the ride. 

PF30 - Press Fit 30 is a BB30 bottom bracket created by SRAM that 
retains the BB30 bearings in minimalist plastic cups that press into 
the bottom bracket shell. Adapters are available that allow 24mm 
spindle cranksets to be used with PF30 bearings.

Post Mount - a disc brake caliper mount integrated into the frame 
that consists of threaded posts for the brake bolts. 

Quick Release (QR) - A levered cam/skewer/nut assembly that 
clamps the hub in the dropout. The quick release is easy and can 
be made quite light but is not as torsionally rigid as a through axle 
system. 

QR15 - A 15mm through axle system found on Fox suspension 
forks.

RDO - Niner’s premier products. RDO frames and components are 
the most sophisticated we make, offering unparalleled levels of 
detail and performance.

Reynolds - A legendary manufacturer of quality steel tubing found-
ed over 120 years ago. Niner partners with Reynolds to continue 
expanding the capabilities of this amazing metal. 

R.I.P. 9 - Roll In Peace on possibly the most versatile bike in the 
Niner stable. How many bikes have over 30 glowing media reviews 
from around the world including 5 of the major US mountain bike 
magazines, including Best 29er and Consumer Choice Awards? The 
R.I.P. 9 lays claim to all of this as well as the feedback from thou-
sands of stoked riders in over 34 countries.

Sag - The amount of shock stroke caused by the rider’s static body 
weight. Adjusting the rear shock’s air pressure to achieve 20 - 30% 
sag is common, with 25% being a great starting point for CVA sus-
pension tuning.

E.M.D. 9 - Eat My Dust. The E.M.D. 9 may be the least expensive 
frame in the Niner lineup but it benefits from the same design 
process and expectations that we apply to every Niner frame. We’ve 
poured our heart and soul into this frame and we’ve created a fun, 
fast, comfortable ride that embodies what it means to be a Niner.

Enduro MAX - Bearings are largely invisible and a great place to 
save money when manufacturing a bike. Niner goes the opposite 
route by using Enduro brand bearings, selecting MAX full-comple-
ment units for our suspension bikes. RDO bikes go one step further 
with Black Oxide coating. Why? Enduro bearings cost more but they 
last a lot longer, which means you spend more quality time on the 
trails riding a bike that performs as well as the day you bought it.

Eye to Eye - The length of a rear shock from mounting bolt to 
mounting bolt. Eye to Eye is the larger number commonly listed with 
stroke length to give full shock specifications, i.e. 7.875" x 2.25". 
See Stroke and Leverage Ratio.

Flat Top - A wide, flat Niner handlebar that enables a better fit for 
29er riders and offers more leverage over the larger wheel. The Flat 
Top has been so successful it is now available in several varieties.

Geared Kit - Niner geared kits consist of derailleur hangers and 
model-specific parts that allow our singlespeed models to be used 
with derailleurs. Convert your Air 9 Carbon, S.I.R. 9 or One 9 to a 
geared bike for a weekend trip and then back to a sleek singlespeed 
setup without empty cable guides welded to the tubes.

Hanger - A threaded mount for the rear derailleur that hangs below 
the rear axle. Niner derailleur hangers are replaceable so an un-
planned derailleur bash doesn't render your frame unusable. 

Hydroforming - A method of shaping aluminum tubing that forces 
hydraulic fluid into the tube inside a mold. Hydroforming yields 
shapes that put strength and rigidity where they are needed while 
reducing tube diameters and wall thickness in low stress areas. 

IMBA - International Mountain Bike Association is a global organiza-
tion dedicated to trail advocacy. www.imba.com 

Integrated Headset - Headset bearings fit into races molded or 
machined (integrated) into the headtube.

Internal Headset - Headset bearings fit into low-profile cups 
pressed into the headtube. Also called zS (zero Stack).

ISCG - International Standard Chain guide is a standardized mount-
ing for chain retention devices integrated into the frame at the 
bottom bracket. Mounts built onto the frame ensure a solid, durable 
interface and compatibility across a variety of chainguide types.

Jet 9 - The jet 9 is the race-ready alloy sibling in our suspension 
family. Short travel combined with a 29” wheel creates an amazingly 
smooth and efficient ride, making the jet 9 the perfect weapon for 
your local race scene or all day epics. If it’s speed you are looking for, 
the jet 9 will get you from zero to hero in the skip of a heartbeat.

Jet 9 Carbon - The distinct feel of “awesome” will make this your 
favorite Niner. Pin on a number and race XC tracks at full speed or 
pick the jet 9 Carbon when you don’t know the ultimate destination 
or what kind of terrain lies between you and your post-ride beer. 
There’s no better feeling than knowing without a doubt you’re using 
the perfect tool for the job.

Single Speedring - Niner’s 7075 T6 Alloy Single Speedring features 
the same robust tooth shaping as our cogs to give you solid engage-
ment when grinding out your most challenging rides. Works beauti-
fully with singlespeed or 1x10 drivetrains.

S.I.R. 9 - Steel is Real. There is simply no reason frames built with 
one of the best metals on the planet shouldn’t benefit from and take 
full advantage of cool technologies like updated headsets standards, 
tapered forks and through axles. The new S.I.R. 9 – all the fun, all 
the advantages, all the steel.

Spacing (axle, hub or dropout) - Commonly denoted as hub width 
and axle diameter. For front wheels, 100mm x 9mm qR (quick 
release) and 100mm x 15mm TA (through axle) are most common. 
For rear wheels, 135mm x 10mm qR (quick release) and 142mm 
x 12mm TA (through axle) are widely used. Through axles offer 
significantly better torsional stiffness and tracking precision that 
benefits any rider with only a small weight penalty. quick release 
hubs are still preferred by many riders for their one-step ease of use, 
but even many racers have moved over to the through axle system. 
Most newer hubs can be converted to either axle standard by using 
adapters.

Stroke - The amount of shaft movement available in a shock 
design. Stroke is the smaller number commonly listed with shock 
eye-to-eye length to give full shock specifications, i.e. 7.875" x 2.25". 
See Eye-to-eye and Leverage Ratio.

Tapered Headtube - The increased surface area of a tapered head-
tube allows for a larger downtube, increasing strength and rigidity 
at this critical intersection. Tapered fork steerer tubes measurably 
reduce fork deflection, which means your Niner tracks straight and 
true. 

Threaded - A common bottom bracket standard consisting of a 
threaded bottom bracket shell that accepts 1.37 in x 24 TPI 
threaded cups.

Through Axle - A hub axle system that makes use of an oversized 
12 or 15mm axle to attach the hub to the dropouts. Through axles 
offer greatly increased stiffness and steering precision over a tradi-
tional quick release system.

Unstiff Carbon - Niner’s RDO seatpost is designed to deflect more 
than other carbon posts, offering a small degree of suspension 
whether you rock the rigid singlespeed or fly the full-suspension flag. 

W.F.O. 9 - Wide, Full Open. get some on a Niner that will change 
your idea about what is possible on a bike. From all-day pedalfests 
to bike parks, the W.F.O. 9 handles it with tough, good-looking confi-
dence.

Y.A.W.Y.D. - You Are What You Drink. Snap the cap from your favor-
ite beverage onto our patented headset top cap.
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